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Quam weed is a hybrid that combines the best of both worlds.n This fluffy variety with sticky, shiny trichomes boasts a mature
terpene profile. Although it is more reminiscent of rose hips than its very similar stone fruit cousin, it can keep your palate up

while eating. The berries are more tart and darker than the spikes of other varieties, as they are grown for storage. After all, for
some reason, berries are given sweet and tart flavors to "soak" them and keep them longer. That is why our berry bushes are
already mature. This is very typical of wild soft varieties, but there are exceptions. Since the berries ripen early, they ripen

poorly and are very fragile. I tried to choose the tastiest and smallest soft berries so that they keep well and look the best. But
there are few such berry bushes, and this is a real art. My berry bushes are medium in size - they should be about thirty years
old. The berries are dark red and tart in taste. It is difficult to choose among the many wonderful flavors. Each of them has its

own exquisite originality. When we experience some kind of joyful event, we allow ourselves to eat a few berries and taste them
with pleasure, and then drink them with fragrant tea. And you can also eat them just like that, when you want to get enough and

forget about the difficulties, and they are no less tasty than jam, if you sweeten them with a spoonful of honey or condensed
milk. It is important to know that the berries are quite sour, but those who want a sour sweetness choose passion fruit, and those

who want sweet berries prefer cherries. Soft berries are pleasant and good in combination with coffee, tea or milk, or in tea
sugar, in pies, in cakes, in muffins and in fruits. History The history of wild soft berries began many hundreds of years before

our era. They were grown by Indians in Paraguay and the Andes, including the Alps, but they were brought to Europe only at the
beginning of the 17th century. The very first wild sweet berries were grown in orchards in Brittany. They soon spread

throughout France. Wild lemons with lemons? On my second expedition to South America,
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